Spray-Lock
k Concrete Protection Technologyy with ASTM
M F710 Floor Prep
i to addresss common questions
q
off ASTM F710 Standardd Practice foor
This tech brief is
Flooring annd Spray-Loock Concrette
Prepaaring Concrrete Floors to Receive Resilient F
Proteection (SCP) treated co
oncrete. SCP technologgy is differrent than m
most topicallly
applied concrete treatments because it penetrates
p
innto the concrrete matrix, blocking thhe
concrrete capillariies and porees instead off sealing thee surface. Soome flooringg and coatinng
comp
panies have had questions about tessting SCP-trreated substrrates, particuularly ASTM
M
F710-19e1 section
n 4. Generall Guidelines, 4.1 The seection states “The surfacce of concrette
floorss to receive resilient flo
ooring shalll be dry, cleean, smoothh, and structturally soundd.
They
y shall be freee of dust, solvent,
s
pain
nt, wax, oil,, grease, ressidual adhessive, adhesivve
removers, film-fforming curring compou
unds, silicatte penetratiing compouunds, sealingg,
hardeening, or parrting compou
unds, alkalin
ne salts, exccessive carboonation or laaitence, moldd,
mildeew, and otheer foreign maaterials that might
m
affectt the rate of m
moisture disssipation from
m
the co
oncrete, the adhesion off resilient flo
ooring to thee concrete orr cause a disscoloration oof
the fllooring from
m below. Qu
uestion and concerns
c
com
me in the faact that the standard listts
“free of….silicatte penetratin
ng compoun
nds” and “…
…other foreign materialls that mighht
affectt the rate of moisture dissipatio
on, the adhhesion of rresilient floooring to thhe
concrrete…..”.
mical Differrences betweeen SCP pro
oducts and common toopically applied silicates
Chem
SCP products arre not silicaate-based pro
oducts. Com
mmon topicaally appliedd silicates arre
comp
posed of Sod
dium (Na), Potassium
P
(K), or Lithiium (Li) cheemically bonnded to silicca
(Si). The commo
on topically applied siliccates already
dy have a caation (sodium
m, potassium
m,
orm a silicatte. One of thhe results off this form oof silica beinng
etc.) bound to thee silica to fo
used in concrette is that the
t
resultan
nt C-S-H foormed afterr reaction w
with calcium
m
hydro
oxides is a sh
horter chain
n morphology
y, leading too an unstablee nature thatt is inferior tto
Portlaand cement// water - form
med C-S-H. Common toopically appllied silicatess also producce
potasssium, sodium
m, or lithium
m hydroxidees as byprodducts. Conveersely, colloiidal silica haas
been shown to prroduce long chain C-S-H
H, sufficientlly more stable than evenn the "naturall"
H formed du
uring the hyd
dration of thee cement.
C-S-H
Spray
y-Lock Con
ncrete Proteection (SCP
P) products are classiffied as collloidal silica,
consiisting of a stable disp
persion of nano-sized
n
pparticles off amorphouss silica. Thhe
colloidal particlees consist of a charged
d nucleus w
which is surrrounded by an extendeed
diffusse ionic atm
mosphere. Th
he colloidal state of subbdivision consists of paarticles with a
size sufficiently
s
small
s
(≤ 1 μm)
μ not to bee affected byy gravitationnal forces buut sufficientlly
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large (≥ 1 nm) to show marked deviations from the properties of true solutions. Colloidal
silica is one of the best sources of the pozzolanic reaction (conversion of calcium
hydroxide to calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H)) known to man. The colloidal silica reacts
with calcium hydroxide in the pore space to form secondary C-S-H, reducing the size of
capillary voids and pores, which leads to a denser and more homogenous structure,
greatly improving the mechanical properties of the concrete.
SCP Products are not bond breakers
A bond breaker is a product that forms varying layers of separation between contact
surfaces. SCP is a penetrating concrete treatment that does not change the surface of the
concrete. An SCP application is not a coating and has no negative effect on bond
integrity.
Testing of SCP’s application on concrete was performed to show that the product is not a
bond breaker. Test methods included (1) ASTM C1583 Standard Test Method for
Tensile Strength of Concrete Surfaces and the Bond Strength or Tensile Strength of
Concrete Repair and Overlay Materials by Direct Tension (Pull-off Method) and (2)
ASTM E303 Standard Test Method for Measuring Surface Frictional Properties Using
the British Pendulum Tester.
In the ASTM C1583 test method, the concrete sample is cleaned of surface contaminants
and loose or deteriorated concrete. The sample is then prepared to the typical surface
conditions of the in-place concrete structure. The test material is applied and cured in
accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications. After cure, a core drill is used to make
a circular cut perpendicular to the surface. The test material is left intact on the concrete
substrate, while a steel disk is attached to the top of the material using an epoxy adhesive.
A tensile loading device is then attached to the steel disk to apply a tensile load to the test
sample with force parallel to the vertical axis of the specimen. The load is applied until
failure, and results are recorded.
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In th
he ASTM E303
E
test meethod, the concrete
c
surrface is cleaaned and frreed of loosse
particcles. The insstrument is placed
p
and leeveled. The ppendulum iss lowered so that the edgge
of thee slider just touches thee concrete su
urface. Wateer is appliedd to thoroughly cover thhe
test area.
a
One sw
wing is perforrmed, and th
he reading iss not recordeed. Four moore swings arre
madee, and the surrface is reweet before eacch swing. Thhe results aree recorded.
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Testing shows that SCP Treatments increased the pull-off strength of concrete up to 73%
compared to untreated concrete and had no statistical effect on surface friction. Since
SCP Treatments become an integral part of the concrete matrix and are not surface
coatings, additional treatments or removal prior to using a covering or coating are not
required. Preparation to the level of concrete surface profile (CSP) required by the
covering or coating manufacturer can be accomplished without interfering with SCP
product performance. SCP products can be used in conjunction with all types of floor
covering and adhesives without a negative impact on the flooring material or adhesion of
flooring material.
SCP products work within the concrete matrix. Any joints, cracks, penetrations, or
openings should be addressed separately. SCP recommends following ASTM F710-19,
section 4. General Guidelines. Sub-sections 4.2 and 4.2.1 discusses surface cracks,
grooves, depressions, control joints or other non-moving joints, and other irregularities.
SCP also recommends discussing any material that will be used in these circumstances
with the flooring manufacturer as well.
Conclusion
SCP products differ in form and function from conventional common topically applied
silicates. The products are not in conflict with the F710 for floor preparation. The
technology works within the concrete but leaves the mechanical key for the adhesive to
bond to and not create a bond issue. SCP-treated concrete can be used with any flooring
meant to be used with concrete.
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